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Data from clinicopathologic and biomarker studies have converged to support the view of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) as a continuum,
with pathology developing decades prior to the onset of cognitive symptoms which culminate as dementia at the end stage of the
disease. This concept is impacting disease nomenclature, diagnostic criteria, prognostic potential, and clinical trial design. Revisions
to diagnostic criteria to incorporate biomarker results have recently been proposed in order to increase the confidence of AD
as the underlying etiology of a clinical impairment and to permit a diagnosis of AD across the disease continuum, eventually
perhaps in the asymptomatic period. Individuals in this preclinical stage are receiving intense focus as a targeted population
for secondary prevention trials aimed at identifying disease-modifying therapies that have the best chance of preserving normal
cognitive function. The goal is to bring validated biomarkers to clinical practice for the purpose of disease diagnosis, prognosis, and
evaluation of therapeutic efficacy once disease-modifying treatments become available. Realization of this goal requires worldwide
biomarker standardization efforts, consensus among researchers and clinicians regarding the clinical utility of assessing biomarkers
in patient care settings, and eventually the endorsement and adoption of such procedures and practices into global health care
systems.

1. The Crisis of AD
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the most common cause of
dementia, accounting for up to 70% of all dementia cases, and
is now estimated to be the third leading cause of death,
after heart disease and cancer [1]. Since advanced age is the
strongest risk factor for AD, increased life expectancy and the
aging of the “baby boomer” generation are leading to dramatic increases in AD incidence. AD currently affects 5.2
million people in the United States (US), with projected
estimates reaching 13.8 million (115 million worldwide) by the year 2050 (http://www.alz.org/documents/
national/world alzheimer report 2010.pdf). The lifetime risk
for AD dementia for a 65-year-old person is currently
estimated to be ∼10.5%, with prevalence doubling every 5
years after age 65, reaching nearly 50% by age 80. In the US
alone, the costs for care associated with AD in 2013 were more
than $200 billion, with projected annual costs surpassing $1
trillion by the year 2050 (http://www.alz.org/alzheimers dis-

ease facts and figures.asp#cost). At present there are no
effective treatments that will prevent the disease, halt
its progression, or delay its onset. Development of an
intervention that delays the onset of AD dementia by 5 years
is estimated to result in a 57% reduction in the number of
affected patients and an almost 50% reduction in projected
annual Medicare costs (from $627 to $344 billion).
Acknowledging the tremendous personal, societal, and
financial burdens caused by AD, the National Alzheimer’s
Project Act (NAPA) was signed into US law (Public Law 111–
375) in January, 2011, requiring the creation of a national
strategic plan to address the rapidly escalating crisis and the
coordination of AD efforts across the federal government. In
response, the 2014 US budget allocated $100 million specifically for AD research, education, outreach, and caregiver
support. Although certainly helpful, such funding (National
Institutes of Health research funds totaling ∼$560 million
annually for AD) still pales in comparison to that allocated to
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cancer, heart disease, and HIV research ($3 billion, $4 billion,
and $6 billion, resp.) (http://www.alz.org/boomers/).

2. AD Pathology and Diagnosis
At present, a definitive diagnosis of AD requires postmortem
identification of the two pathologic hallmarks of the disease: extracellular amyloid plaques composed primarily of
the aggregated amyloid-𝛽 (A𝛽) peptide and intracellular
neurofibrillary tangles composed mainly of the tau protein,
a microtubule-associated protein found predominantly in
neurons. Quantification and regional distribution of these
pathological features have long been implemented in three
sets of diagnostic histological criteria (Khachaturian, Consortium to Establish a Registry for Alzheimer Disease (CERAD),
and National Institute on Aging-Reagan (NIA-Reagan)) [2–
4], although recent revisions to these criteria have been
proposed [5].
Dementia is clinically characterized by a loss or decline
in memory and other cognitive abilities from a previously
established level of intellectual function that is sufficient
to interfere with that person’s everyday performance [6].
A clinical diagnosis of AD is based on criteria established
by the National Institute of Neurological and Communicative Disorders and Stroke and the Alzheimer’s Disease
and Related Disorders Association (NINCDS-ADRDA) [7],
although diagnostic sensitivity and specificity are less than
desirable, even in specialized memory clinics [8–11]. The
1984 clinical criteria for the diagnosis of probable AD [7]
were used in clinical trials and research for almost 30 years.
However, during that same time period, knowledge about
other (and often combined) causes of dementia such as
cerebrovascular disease (stroke), Lewy body disease, and
frontotemporal lobar degeneration vastly increased, and
pathogenic mutations for dominantly inherited forms of AD
were identified [12]. Importantly, AD is now increasingly
recognized as a neuropathological entity regardless of clinical
status, with the spectrum of the disease ranging from an
asymptomatic (preclinical) stage to a prodromal symptomatic
stage (mild cognitive impairment or MCI) to the fully
expressed symptomatic stage characterized by dementia. This
paradigm shift, from considering AD strictly on the grounds
of clinical expression of dementia symptoms to a disease
process characterized by a long preclinical period during
which pathology is developing and increasing, was facilitated
in large part by the development of imaging and fluid (CSF)
biomarkers of underlying AD pathologies.
This conceptualization prompted the proposal of two
new sets of diagnostic criteria, one from an International
Working Group (IWG) [13] and the other from working
groups convened by the National Institute on Aging and
the Alzheimer’s Association (NIA-AA) of the US [14–16].
Although the two sets of criteria differ in some respects,
they both aim to support a clinical diagnosis with in vivo
evidence of AD pathology (via imaging and/or biofluid
biomarkers) and emphasize an etiological diagnosis in the
predementia and/or presymptomatic stages of the disease [17]
(Table 1). To the extent that such biomarkers are validated and
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standardized in measurement and interpretation, they will
likely eventually be used in clinical practice, especially once a
disease-modifying therapy becomes available. As part of that
process, biomarkers are being evaluated for their diagnostic
and prognostic utility in research cohorts. Such studies have
provided critical information regarding the development and
progression of AD pathologic change during the normal
course of the disease which, in so doing, is influencing the
design and evaluation of current and future clinical trials.
The existence of a long presymptomatic period that can be
identified by biomarkers has now permitted the initiation of
secondary prevention trials of potential disease-modifying
therapies in asymptomatic individuals (see below), with the
goal of preventing cognitive decline as opposed to halting or
slowing progression of symptoms that are already apparent.
However, in the absence of effective therapies, it remains to
be determined whether a preclinical diagnosis is warranted.

3. Biomarker Evidence of AD Pathology
Biomarkers are defined as objective measures of a biological
or pathogenic process that can be used to evaluate disease
risk or prognosis, to guide clinical diagnosis, or to monitor
therapeutic interventions [18]. Both imaging and biofluid
biomarkers are being sought and evaluated in AD. Since
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) is in direct contact with the extracellular space of the brain and thus reflects many of the
biochemical changes taking place therein, it is considered
the optimal source for AD biomarkers. Lumbar puncture
(LP) is necessary for the collection of CSF but is perceived
as more invasive than a blood draw. The most common
adverse side effect of LP is headache, with prevalence of
post-LP headache decreasing with increasing age [19, 20].
Fluid biomarker studies have reported low headache rates
(<2%) in AD cohorts [21–23] when LPs are performed with
“noncutting,” atraumatic spinal needles, with few, if any,
additional complications. For positional post-LP headaches
that do not resolve in a few days with nonprescription pain
medications, an epidural blood patch (in which a sample of
the person’s own blood is injected into the initial LP site)
provides immediate relief. Although LPs are typically not
included in AD diagnostic evaluations in the US, they are
routinely performed for such purposes in many European
dementia clinics and centers.
Evaluation of potential CSF biomarkers of AD began
approximately 25 years ago, and many large, longitudinal
AD biomarker studies are currently underway, each testing
hypotheses in cohorts defined by specific disease risk profiles,
age ranges, and demographics (Table 2). Three proteins that
reflect the core neuropathologies are currently considered
to be the gold standards of AD CSF biomarkers. These
include the 42 amino acid species of A𝛽 (A𝛽42), the primary
constituent of amyloid plaques, total tau, and hyperphosphorylated species of tau (ptau) which aggregate to form
intraneuronal neurofibrillary tangles.
Concentrations of A𝛽42 in postmortem ventricular CSF
[24] and antemortem lumbar CSF [25, 26] have been shown
to correlate inversely with plaque load at autopsy. This
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Table 1: Comparison of new Alzheimer’s disease diagnostic criteria proposed by the International Work Group (IWG) and the National
Institute on Aging and the Alzheimer’s Association (NIA-AA) working groups.
IWG1

NIA-AA2

Incorporates biomarkers in the diagnostic
process?

Yes

Yes

Requires biomarker abnormalities?

Yes

No—supports diagnosis but is not
required

Permits AD diagnosis in the presence of
dementia symptoms?

Yes

Yes

Permits AD diagnosis in the absence of
dementia symptoms?

No—“at risk” classification in the
presence of biomarker positivity

Considers etiological diagnosis for MCI?

Yes
Replaces the term MCI with “prodromal
AD” (in the presence of biomarker
positivity)

Classification of MCI
Required cognitive impairments for MCI
and/or prodromal AD

Objective impairment in memory

Yes—refers to the pathologic process in
the presence or absence of dementia
symptoms
Yes
Retains the term “MCI”
Objective or subjective impairment in
memory and/or non-memory domains

Modified with permission from Morris et al., 2014 [17].
1
Dubois et al. 2010 [13].
2
McKhann et al., 2011 [14]; Albert et al., 2011 [15]; Sperling et al., 2011 [16].

Table 2: Current CSF biomarker studies of Alzheimer’s disease.
Acronym

Study name

Study institution and location

ACS
ADNI
ARWiBo

Adult Children Study
Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative
Alzheimer’s Disease Repository Without Bordersmc

Washington University in St. Louis, USA
University of Pennsylvania∗ , USA
National Alzheimer Centre, Italy
University of Antioquia, Colombia, and Banner
Alzheimer’s Institute, USA
VU University Medical Center, The Netherlands
Banner Alzheimer’s Institute, USA
The Florey Institute of Neuroscience and Mental Health
and Edith Cowan University, Australia
The Johns Hopkins University, USA

Alzheimer’s Prevention Initiative
API-BIO

HASD
MCSA

Amsterdam Dementia Cohortmc
Arizona APOE Cohort Study
Australian Imaging, Biomarker and Lifestyle Flagship
Study of Ageing
Biomarkers for Older Controls At Risk for Dementia
Development of Screening Guidelines and Criteria for
Predementia Alzheimer’s Disease
Dominantly Inherited Alzheimer Network
German Dementia Competence Networkmc
Gothenburg MCI Studymc
Healthy Aging and Senile Dementia
Mayo Clinic Study of Aging

PLM

Paris-North, Lille and Montpellier Studymc

WRAP

Unit for Memory Disordersmc
Wisconsin Registry for Alzheimer’s Prevention

AIBL
BIOCARD
DESCRIPA
DIAN
DNC

∗

University of Maastricht, The Netherlands
Washington University in St. Louis∗ , USA
University Erlangen∗ , Germany
University of Gothenburg, Sweden
Washington University in St. Louis, USA
Mayo Clinic, Rochester, USA
CMRR: Centres M’emoire de Ressources et de Recherche,
France
Lund University, Sweden
University of Wisconsin, Madison, USA

Coordinating Center.
Memory clinic.

mc

relationship is also observed in living individuals, with low
concentrations of CSF A𝛽42 associated with the presence
of plaques as determined by in vivo amyloid imaging via
positron emission tomography (PET) [27–31]. Such findings
support the concept that levels of CSF A𝛽42 are reduced in
AD due to its sequestration in parenchymal plaques which

limits its ability to diffuse into the CSF [32]. However, the
relationship is not perfect since some individuals exhibit low
levels of CSF A𝛽42 in the absence of appreciable cortical
amyloid load by imaging [33]. Whether this inconsistency
reflects limitations of either or both of the two biomarker
methodologies or is indicative of true biology remains to
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be determined. Each amyloid biomarker modality has its
own strengths and weaknesses. There are currently three
amyloid PET tracers approved for clinical use by the United
States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) (florbetapir
(Amyvid), Eli Lilly and Company; flutemetamol (Vizamyl),
GE Healthcare; florbetaben (Neuraceq), Piramal Imaging).
While a PET scan is viewed by many as less invasive than
lumbar puncture, it is much more costly and poses additional
risks due to injection of a radioactive tracer. However,
unlike CSF, amyloid imaging is able to provide information
regarding regional patterns of pathology. In comparison,
CSF is able to provide information regarding multiple ADrelated biomarkers (e.g., amyloid, tangles, neuroinflammation, neuronal injury/death, and other processes yet to be
determined), albeit without regional specificity. Although
AD CSF biomarkers have not yet been approved by the
FDA, clinical samples are routinely assessed for diagnostic
purposes in several European countries as well as the US,
albeit much less frequently than in Europe. Efforts to obtain
FDA approval for the use of CSF biomarkers in US clinical
settings are currently underway.
Tau is the primary component of neurofibrillary tangles
in AD, but tau aggregates are the defining features of several
other tauopathies including frontotemporal dementia (FTD),
progressive supranuclear palsy (PSP), chronic traumatic
encephalopathy (also known as dementia pugilistica), corticobasal degeneration, and Pick’s disease. However, results
from studies evaluating CSF levels of tau in the various
tauopathies have been mixed likely due to the large heterogeneity among these clinical syndromes [34]. In contrast,
CSF tau is consistently reported to be elevated in conditions
involving robust neuronal cell death, including acute stroke
[35, 36], traumatic brain injury (TBI) [36, 37], CreutzfeldtJakob disease (CJD) [38–40], and AD [18], and thus is
considered to be a marker of neuronal injury and/or death.
However, both soluble and aggregated forms of tau have been
shown to be secreted from healthy cells in culture [41], and
evidence from animal studies suggests tau is continuously
secreted from healthy neurons into the brain interstitial fluid
space [42], perhaps driven by synaptic activity [43].
Although levels of ptau are typically highly correlated
with levels of tau in the CSF, ptau is considered to be a
more specific biomarker for AD since elevations in ptau are
not observed following traumatic brain injury and stroke
or in CJD [44]. Instead, ptau is likely more a marker of
neurofibrillary tangles since positive correlations have been
observed between levels of ptau (p-tau181 and p-tau231 and
tau phosphorylated at residues 181 and 231, resp.) and neocortical tangle pathology at autopsy [25, 45]. Future studies
evaluating the association between tangle load via tau PET
imaging [46] and CSF levels of tau and ptau will be very
informative in defining the pathological etiology of elevated
CSF tau and ptau. Curiously, levels of ptau in other neurodegenerative conditions known to have tangle pathology, while
typically elevated in comparison to nondiseased controls,
do not reach the levels observed in AD [34]. Whether
this apparent discrepancy reflects the inherent heterogeneity
in the many tauopathies (with differences in tangle load
and/or regional distributions and its pathological course)
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that impacts the ability of ptau to reach the CSF, potentially
different phosphorylation states in these other tauopathies
that are not detected by the current ptau assays, or other
factors remains to be determined.
Unbiased proteomics screens and targeted multianalyte
surveys of CSF have identified many proteins that are elevated
or reduced in AD compared to cognitively normal controls
[47]. Many candidate proteins are presumed markers of
oxidative stress, synapse loss or neurodegeneration, and
neuroinflammation, processes known to be involved in AD,
albeit nonspecifically. It is likely that these markers will be
more useful in disease staging than for disease diagnosis.
For example, visinin-like protein 1 (VILIP-1) and YKL-40
(also known as chitinase-3-like protein 1), presumed markers
of neurodegeneration and neuroinflammation, respectively,
have been shown to be elevated in AD CSF compared to
controls [48–53], although with overlap between the clinical
groups. However, these markers, in the presence of low
levels of CSF A𝛽42, are strong predictors of future cognitive decline/dementia (within 3-4 years) in elders who are
cognitively normal or who have MCI/very mild AD [49–54],
suggesting they are able to identify a stage of AD just prior
to symptomatic expression. Despite such promise, until these
candidate markers are validated in additional large research
cohorts, the three core biomarkers remain the gold standards.

4. Diagnostic and Prognostic Performance of
CSF Biomarkers
Biomarker sensitivity and specificity are both important for
AD diagnosis. A high sensitivity is required to identify the
highest proportion of individuals with AD and minimize
false negatives, whereas a high specificity is necessary for
diagnostic accuracy to minimize false positives and exclude
symptomatic or prodromal cases due to non-AD pathological
processes. However, the criteria for what is considered “high”
or even “acceptable” will likely differ depending on the
purpose for which the biomarkers will be used, such as
providing a disease diagnosis, primary care screening for
referral to specialized memory clinics, clinical trial enrollment, or eventual treatment with disease-modifying drugs
that may be expensive and/or have unwanted side effects.
The high prevalence of mixed pathologies in individuals with
AD will also likely impact biomarker criteria. All of these
considerations are topics of ongoing investigation.
4.1. AD Dementia. Since the current criteria for the clinical
diagnosis of AD require the presence of dementia [7], the
majority of biomarker studies over the years have evaluated
the ability of candidate markers to distinguish individuals
clinically diagnosed with AD from those without dementia.
In such analyses, elevations in CSF tau and ptau (∼300%)
and reductions in A𝛽42 (∼50%) are observed in AD, typically
with sensitivities and specificities greater than 80% [55]. This
biomarker accuracy, while good, is not better than current
clinical accuracies, at least in specialized dementia centers
and clinics [8]. This suboptimal accuracy is likely due to the
fact that 25–30% of cognitively normal elders are known to
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have enough plaques and tangles to warrant a neuropathological diagnosis of AD (presumed “preclinical” AD) [56, 57],
thus “contaminating” the cognitively normal group with individuals with underlying AD pathology. Despite this caveat,
a combined measure of these biomarkers (e.g., high levels
of tau(s) and low levels of A𝛽42) performs better than the
single biomarkers on their own [58, 59]. Importantly, these
markers are normal in several other disorders which are often
accompanied by cognitive impairment such as depression
and Parkinson’s disease (PD) [37]. In addition, CSF ptau, in
particular, can aid in the differentiation of AD from other
dementias, such as FTD and Lewy body dementia (DLB)
[44]. However, the overall diagnostic performance of these
CSF biomarkers to discriminate AD dementia from dementia
due to other etiologies is not optimal, likely reflecting the
relative abundance of mixed pathologies in people presenting
with dementia [60, 61], as well as inaccuracies in differential clinical diagnosis, especially at early disease stages.
Combined with the presence of preclinical pathology in a
substantial percentage of nondemented elderly individuals,
assessing biomarkers based on clinical diagnoses precludes
the possibility of finding a disease biomarker with 100%
sensitivity and specificity for AD. Nonetheless, proposals
have been made to include biomarker profiles in diagnostic
formulations for probable and possible AD dementia for use
in research and clinical settings [13, 14].
4.2. Prodromal AD/Mild Cognitive Impairment. Longitudinal
study of older individuals over time has been critical for our
understanding of AD as a disease continuum. Furthermore,
given the consistently poor results in AD clinical trials to date
which have enrolled individuals who already have dementia,
it has been proposed that development of disease-modifying
drugs will likely require testing in patient populations at
very early (predementia) stages. This critical interest in early
diagnosis, coupled with the appreciation of the long time
period during which AD pathology develops prior to the
symptoms of dementia (see below), has fueled efforts to
identify biomarkers of AD pathology at earlier disease stages.
Mild cognitive impairment (MCI) has been recognized as
a possible intermediate stage between normal aging and
AD dementia [62, 63] and, as such, has been the subject
of intense interest in the AD biomarker field. As a group,
individuals with MCI (defined by impairments in cognitive
abilities compared to age-matched normative values but
at levels that are below the threshold considered to be
“dementia”) typically display mean AD biomarker profiles
of CSF A𝛽42, tau, and ptau intermediate to those with
AD dementia and nondemented controls [55, 64]. However,
there is significant overlap among individuals in the MCI
and the other diagnostic groups, with approximately twothirds of individuals with MCI displaying profiles consistent
with AD pathology and one-third appearing in the normal
range [65]. Such heterogeneity likely reflects differences in the
underlying etiologies of the cognitive impairments. Indeed,
amyloid plaques, as visualized by PET imaging, are present
in ∼60% of individuals with MCI [66], and longitudinal
studies in several international cohorts have demonstrated
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that the combination of low CSF A𝛽42 and high CSF tau and
ptau is highly predictive of which MCI cases will progress
to AD dementia (i.e., prodromal AD) [65, 67–69], as well
as their rate of cognitive decline [54, 70]. Such studies have
prompted the proposed use of these CSF biomarkers to define
(probabilistically) the underlying etiology of MCI cases in
research as well as clinical settings [15].
4.3. Asymptomatic/Preclinical AD. Prevention of cognitive
decline (prior to irrevocable neuronal cell loss) is the ultimate
goal of AD therapeutics. However, implementation of such
a strategy provides a unique challenge since, by definition,
clinical measures will be unable to identify individuals in this
presymptomatic phase. Therefore, the use of validated disease
biomarkers will be required for such patient identification.
Data from clinicopathological and biomarker studies have
converged to support the existence of a long preclinical
period stage (estimated to be at least 10–20 years) during
which the pathologies of AD develop before the appearance
of any cognitive symptoms of dementia. Roughly one-third of
cognitively normal elderly individuals who come to autopsy
meet the histopathological criteria for AD [56, 71, 72]. Data
from more recent biomarker studies in large cohorts of
cognitively normal individuals confirm this finding; a similar
proportion exhibits low levels of CSF A𝛽42 that are indicative
of the presence of cortical amyloid as detected by PET amyloid imaging [27–31]. While some asymptomatic individuals
exhibit high levels of CSF tau in the absence of amyloid
positivity (defined by CSF A𝛽42) [73], the etiology(ies) of
such elevations and their impact on clinical performance are
not clear.
The critical element required for establishing biomarker
validity and utility in the preclinical period is its ability
to predict future dementia. Low levels of CSF A𝛽42 have
been shown to predict future cognitive decline and/or AD
dementia in cognitively normal elders [75–77]. In those same
studies, high levels of tau and ptau were not useful predictors
of cognitive decline. However, more recent studies have
shown that the combination of these CSF pathologic markers
(e.g., low A𝛽42 and high tau(s) or a high tau(s)/A𝛽42 ratio)
in cognitively normal elders is highly predictive of future
cognitive decline (within a few years) [49, 50, 78, 79], similar
to its ability to predict cognitive decline and/or AD dementia
in MCI cohorts [70, 80]. Visinin-like protein 1, a neuronal calcium sensor protein that is currently receiving a lot of interest
as a novel, tau-independent marker of neurodegeneration,
is elevated in AD [48, 53] and has similarly been shown to
be a strong predictor of cognitive decline and/or dementia
in cognitively normal elders in the presence of low levels of
A𝛽42 [50, 54].
Arguably the most compelling support for the utility
of biomarkers in predicting cognitive decline and dementia
comes from studies of rare families with known AD-causing
mutations (autosomal-dominant AD (ADAD) that comprises
∼1% of all AD cases). These individuals have been excluded
from observational studies and clinical trials due to the
genetic mechanism of their disease. However, despite potential differences in the mechanisms by which A𝛽 accumulates
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to form amyloid in the brain (likely due to the increase in A𝛽142 production in ADAD compared to more complex and still
poorly understood mechanism(s) in late-onset AD (LOAD)
[81]), the hallmark pathologies and clinical symptoms are
similar between the two disease groups [82]. Study of ADAD
is particularly well-suited to investigation of biomarker utility, especially during the preclinical/asymptomatic period,
since the 100% penetrance of the mutations and relative
consistency of age at symptom onset within families allows
investigators to know with certainty who will develop dementia and the approximate timing of symptom appearance.
These characteristics overcome the limitations of disease
uncertainty and unpredictability of symptom onset inherent
in studies of LOAD. Symptomatic mutation carriers exhibit
low levels of CSF A𝛽42 compared to mutation noncarriers
[83–85] (as do individuals with Down syndrome who are
destined to develop AD due to the presence of three copies
of the gene for the amyloid precursor protein, APP; [86]) and
high levels of tau [84, 85, 87]. Furthermore, recent reports
from the Dominantly Inherited Alzheimer Network (DIAN)
indicate that these AD biomarker signatures are observed
at least ∼10 to 20 years prior to carriers’ predicted age of
symptom onset (defined as the age at which their parent
developed clinical symptoms) [84, 85]. The precise timing of
such preclinical changes in the more common form of the
disease (LOAD) and when they are first detectable are topics
of current investigation and will be critical to consider if an
AD diagnosis is to ever be made in the absence of cognitive
symptoms [16].

5. Biomarker Use in Tracking
Disease Progression
Over the past decade great progress has been made in the
AD biomarker field in identifying markers that not only
yield a more accurate disease diagnosis and prognosis in
research cohorts, but also provide insight into the normal
trajectories of neuropathologic changes over the course of
the disease, especially during the early and preclinical stages
[88]. Results from many cross-sectional studies support a
model in which dynamic reductions in CSF A𝛽42 (indicative
of amyloid plaques) occur in the early and preclinical phase,
with levels remaining fairly constant during the subsequent
symptomatic phase, followed by elevations in markers of
neuronal injury (such as tau and ptau and, more recently,
VILIP-1) later in the disease and that continue as people
approach and move through the symptomatic phase [89, 90]
(Figure 1(a)). Consistent with this model, cognitive decline
is more closely related to markers of neuronal injury than
amyloid load [91–93].
Recent preliminary findings from within-person longitudinal biomarker analyses in DIAN support inclusion of
an eventual slowing down of the rate of neuronal injury
with symptomatic disease progression. While still cognitively normal, mutation carriers exhibit increases in CSF tau
(and ptau181 and VILIP-1), consistent with results of crosssectional analyses [84, 85]. However, these same markers of
neuronal injury actually decrease in mutation carriers who
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are symptomatic [85]. Although relatively small in number,
studies investigating within-person change in LOAD have
demonstrated little or no change in biomarker levels over
relatively short time periods (6 months to 2 years) [94–
97]. A closer review of the data, however, reveals betweensubject variability in the patterns of tau changes that may
be biologically relevant. For example, tau was observed to
increase in persons with LOAD who had low tau at baseline
(presumably early in the course of the disease) but showed
no difference or even decreases in those with high baseline
levels (presumed to be later in the disease process) [98,
99]. Consistent with this finding, statistical modeling in the
Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) cohort
revealed similar reductions in tau in AD cases but not in those
with MCI [100]. Longitudinal biomarker studies of middleaged individuals who are followed from cognitive normality
through mild cognitive impairment to AD dementia will
provide critical information regarding biomarker changes
over the entire course of the disease, from preclinical to
MCI/prodromal AD to AD dementia. Such information will
be important for patient care in the long run and currently
for informing the design and interpretation of clinical trials
of disease-modifying therapies.

6. The Potential Use of Biomarkers in
Clinical Practice
Although measurements of CSF A𝛽42, tau, and ptau in clinic
patients can already be obtained by physicians in the US and
in many European countries, these measures are not part of
the clinical criteria for the diagnosis of AD dementia. However, this may soon change. The current clinical diagnostic
criteria for AD were developed over 25 years ago by the
NINCDS-ADRDA Work Group [7]. These criteria depend
largely on the exclusion of causes other than AD for dementia
and state that a diagnosis of AD cannot be made until the
patient has dementia, defined as “cognitive symptoms severe
enough to interfere with social or occupational activities” [7].
The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual fourth revision (DSMIV) and International Classification of Disease tenth revision
(ICD-10) criteria, which are used for routine diagnosis,
also require that a patient demonstrate dementia before a
diagnosis of AD is possible. Given that we now know that
dementia is the end stage of a long disease process and predict
that disease-modifying therapies will likely be most beneficial
if administered earlier in the disease course, new criteria for
different stages of AD across the disease continuum have
recently been proposed by three work groups convened by
the NIA-AA [14–16]. Similar (but not identical) revisions have
also been proposed by the IWG [13, 17]. These new criteria
differ from the ones published in 1984 in the fact that they
incorporate biomarkers of the underlying disease state and
use them to formalize the different disease stages [101]. These
criteria have been developed, in principal, to increase the
confidence of AD as the underlying etiology of a clinical
impairment and permit a diagnosis of AD at earlier disease
stages, even before the emergence of symptoms. Efforts to
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Figure 1: Hypothesized model of biomarker trajectories in AD based on cross-sectional data. (a) Amyloid (red) is identified by CSF A𝛽42 or
amyloid positron emission tomography (PET). Synaptic dysfunction (gold) is evidenced by fluorodeoxyglucose [F18] PET (FDG-PET), with
dashed line indicating that abnormalities may be detected earlier than amyloid or functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). Neuronal
injury and/or neurofibrillary tangles are detected by CSF tau (and phosphorylated tau) (green), and brain structure/volume is evaluated
by volumetric MRI (vMRI) (blue). Cognition is evaluated by clinical and psychometric testing (purple), whereas clinical function refers to
cognitive and behavioral abilities that impact daily living (brown). Biomarkers change from normal to maximally abnormal (Y-axis) as a
function of time (X-axis), with typical clinical disease stages (preclinical, MCI, and dementia) separated by vertical dashed lines. (b) The
long preclinical stage is further characterized by hypothesized progressive stages. Stage 1 is defined as asymptomatic cerebral amyloidosis
(abnormal CSF A𝛽42 and/or amyloid PET). Stage 2 is defined as asymptomatic cerebral amyloidosis with concomitant evidence of neuronal
injury/degeneration (abnormal CSF tau/ptau and/or vMRI). Stage 3 is defined as asymptomatic cerebral amyloidosis with evidence of neuronal
injury/degeneration and subtle cognitive/behavioral decline (as defined by clinical and/or psychometric testing). Adapted with permission
from Jack et al. [90].

define the perceived and practical utility of biomarker data
in clinical settings are ongoing [102–104].
6.1. AD Dementia. The revised NIA-AA criteria for defining
AD dementia expand the breadth of the 1984 criteria for the
clinical diagnosis of probable AD dementia and better define
the criteria for possible AD. In addition, for use in research
settings, biomarkers are integrated into the diagnostic formulations for both of these designations [14] (Table 3).
6.2. MCI due to AD. The NIA-AA criteria to identify the
symptomatic but predementia phase of AD (MCI due to
AD) refine previous clinical definitions of MCI and add an
entity of MCI due to AD pathology based on the combination
of clinical diagnosis and the presence of AD biomarkers,
resulting in four levels of diagnostic certainty [15] (Table 3).
6.3. Preclinical AD. By definition, the NIA-AA criteria for
preclinical AD (currently for research use only) are based
almost entirely on biomarkers. The goal of these criteria is to
define the factors in cognitively normal individuals that best
predict the emergence of clinical impairment and progression
to eventual AD dementia so to be able to identify persons
most likely to ultimately benefit from early therapeutic
intervention [16]. These criteria proposed ordered stages
for cognitively normal individuals with abnormal amyloid
markers (stage 1), abnormal amyloid and injury markers

(stage 2), and abnormal amyloid and injury markers and
subtle cognitive changes (stage 3) (Table 3, Figure 1(b)). A
subsequent study using imaging variables to operationally
define the preclinical stages proposed the addition of stage
0 to identify people without disease (defined by cognitive
normality and biomarker negativity), as well as a classification
that identifies people with Suspected Non-Alzheimer Pathophysiology (SNAP) (defined by positive injury markers in the
absence of amyloid) [74] (Table 3). In support of the utility
of these stages for predicting the timing of future cognitive
impairment in cognitively normal individuals, short-term (1
year) progression rates to MCI or dementia were reported to
increase with advancing preclinical AD stage when structural
and amyloid imaging measures were used for staging [105].
Consistent with this finding, a recent study using CSF
biomarkers as staging measures reported that individuals
with preclinical AD (cognitively normal with positive AD
biomarkers) exhibited a faster rate of progression to MCI
and/or AD dementia compared to biomarker-negative individuals, with progression rates differing among the preclinical
AD stages (stage 3 faster than stage 2; stage 2 faster than
stage 1) [73]. Furthermore, the presence of preclinical AD
as defined by these criteria was also associated with a
higher mortality risk, which also increased with advancing
stage [73]. Together, these data demonstrate the prognostic
utility of the proposed NIA-AA stages for preclinical AD for
the prediction of future cognitive decline and mortality in
cognitively normal elders and support the potential use of
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−

−
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−

−
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−

−
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+

?
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?
+

+
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?
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+
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McKhann et al., 1984 [7].
McKhann et al., 2011 [14].
3
Petersen et al., 1999 [62]; Petersen 2004 [63].
4
Albert et al., 2011 [15].
5
Not recognized as a classification.
6
Sperling et al., 2011 [16].
7
Jack et al., 2012 [74].
∗
Proposed for clinical and research use.
∗∗
Proposed for research use only.

1

Original-clinical alone

3

∗

Revised-clinical + biomarkers

Original-clinical alone

2

1

Criteria

Stage 0/normal
Stage 1: asymptomatic cerebral
amyloidosis
Stage 2: asymptomatic cerebral
amyloidosis + neurodegeneration
Stage 3: asymptomatic cerebral
amyloidosis + neurodegeneration +
subtle cognitive/behavioral decline
7
SNAP (suspected non-AD
pathophysiology)

7

N/A

MCI due to AD

MCI due to AD

MCI due to AD

MCI due to AD

MCI

Dementia (unlikely due to AD)

Probable AD dementia
Possible AD dementia
(with atypical presentation)

Probable AD dementia

Probable AD dementia

AD dementia or non-AD dementia

Diagnosis

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Lowest

Highest

Intermediate

Intermediate

N/A

Lowest

Highest
High (but does not rule out
second etiology)

Intermediate

Intermediate

N/A

Likelihood of AD

Table 3: Proposed NIA-AA criteria for the diagnoses of Alzheimer’s disease (AD), mild cognitive impairment due to AD, and preclinical AD.
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NIA-AA criteria in research studies as well as in AD clinical
trials. Whether such criteria will eventually be considered
in primary care settings remains to be determined and will
most likely depend on the availability of effective diseasemodifying therapies.
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8. Challenges and Opportunities

that. However, protocol and assay standardization must
still be attained in order to maximize biomarker sensitivity
and reliability. Although biological and within-laboratory
variability for CSF markers are low, there is variation in
biomarker levels between laboratories. Furthermore, there
are no available calibrators (certified reference standards) for
these biomarkers and no consensus on what assays should
be used [18]. Worldwide biomarker standardization efforts
are currently underway [112–114], and in pharmaceutical and
biotech laboratories, emphasis is being placed on development of commercial assay platforms with automated, highthroughput capabilities.
Given the long preclinical stage of AD, biomarker validation should define sensitivity and specificity (and associated
positive and negative predictive values) for underlying AD
pathology, not merely clinical diagnosis that is often inaccurate. To date, very few studies have been able to correlate
biomarkers in antemortem samples with results of histologic
postmortem examination, and the time interval between
the two evaluations can be large. As in vivo amyloid PET
imaging provided the opportunity to validate CSF A𝛽42
as a marker of amyloid, methods to image neurofibrillary
tangles [46, 115] and neuroinflammatory responses [116] are
in development and will be very informative for providing
pathologic validation for CSF tau and ptau and potential
markers of neuroinflammation such as YKL-40. Establishing
valid cut-points to define biomarker positivity versus negativity [117] will ultimately be required in order to eventually
bring biomarkers to the clinic. Such cut-points will likely
also depend on covariates such as age, genetic risk factors
(e.g., APOE genotype), and or family history of AD. In
addition, studies evaluating the change in biomarker profiles
within individuals with disease progression will be important
for disease staging purposes, as will be the development
of statistical methods to determine cut-points for such
changes over time [118]. Evaluation of biomarker utility for
differential diagnosis in cohorts with known underlying nonAD pathologies (FTLD, DLB, vascular dementia, etc.) is also
needed, especially since misdiagnoses often occur at early
clinical stages. It is likely that combinations of biomarkers
will prove most useful for disease diagnosis (presence versus
absence of AD pathology) and prognosis (predicting cognitive decline), either within modalities or between modalities
(e.g., fluids and imaging) [89, 119, 120]. Ongoing studies that
collect multiple types of biomarker data will be critical for
such assessments. Finally, although considered to be the Holy
Grail, it remains to be determined whether any viable plasma
biomarkers will emerge. Many research groups are actively
engaged in the search given the clinical appeal of diagnostic
blood tests [121].

8.1. Biomarker. The AD biomarker field is faced with several
challenges that must be overcome in order to move promising
analytes into clinical practice. From a methodological perspective, biomarker candidates must be validated in large,
well-characterized research cohorts, with care taken to evaluate the potential impact of important AD-related covariates
such as age, gender, and APOE genotype (the strongest
genetic risk factor for AD). The field is close to achieving

8.2. Clinical. Lumbar puncture is considered to be more
invasive than blood draw, and negative attitudes towards LP
provide a challenge to implementing AD biomarkers in both
research and clinical settings. The most prevalent adverse
side effects of LPs are mild-moderate headache and backache,
with more severe headaches considered to be the primary
safety concern. However, use of small caliber “noncutting”

7. Use of Biomarkers in Clinical Trials
To date all clinical trials of putative disease-modifying therapies in individuals with AD dementia have failed to show
meaningful clinical benefit. Such failures may be due to
several factors including inadequacies of the specific drugs
tested, inappropriate pathobiological targets, inclusion of
misdiagnosed patients, use of insensitive cognitive outcome
measures, and/or enrollment of individuals who are too far
progressed in the disease (i.e., demented) and thus have
already undergone substantial neuronal cell death [106], in
other words, perhaps the wrong drug, the wrong target, the
wrong people, and/or the wrong stage [107].
To address these potential shortcomings, biomarkers are
being used in current and planned AD secondary prevention
trials of potential disease-modifying therapies [108]: (1)
Anti-Amyloid Treatment in Asymptomatic Alzheimer’s
Disease (A4 Study) (http://www.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/
NCT02008357?term=A4&rank=1) [109]; (2) Alzheimer’s
Prevention Initiative (API) (http://www.clinicaltrials.gov/
ct2/show/NCT01998841?term=alzheimer%27s+prevention+
initiative&rank=1) [110]; and (3) Dominantly Inherited
Alzheimer Network Trial Unit (DIAN TU) (http://www.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01760005?term=DIAN&rank=2)
[111]. For example, levels of CSF A𝛽42, tau, and/or ptau
(and/or imaging measures) are being used to (1) enrich
the number of patients who actually have underlying AD
pathology; (2) stratify patients according to the presence
and/or the amount of underlying pathology; (3) assess
therapeutic target engagement; and (4) monitor the effects
of treatment on downstream pathogenic processes. Not
only will this approach result in an overall reduction in
required patient numbers, trial duration, and cost, but it is
also expected to provide information particularly suitable for
making go/no-go decisions as to whether to move candidate
therapies forward into large and expensive Phase II and III
trials. There is also growing interest in the role biomarkers
could play as surrogate endpoints in treatment trials, such
that treatment effects on the biomarkers themselves could be
used as a replacement for clinical endpoints in the accelerated
approval of AD therapies by regulatory agencies [18, 106].
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atraumatic spinal needles (e.g., Sprotte or Whitacre 22–25
gauge) has been shown to significantly reduce the incidence
of post-LP headaches [21, 23, 122] such that their use is now
recommended by experts in the field [123].
On the clinical front, ethical, policy, and social challenges
exist regarding provision of a preclinical diagnosis, especially
in the absence of an available disease-modifying therapy.
Challenges for the physician include understanding if and
when a cognitively normal patient should undergo testing
and the potential harm (e.g., anxiety, depression) a patient
may experience upon receiving a diagnosis of preclinical
AD [124]. Challenges also exist regarding the translation of
diagnosis of preclinical AD into practice and policy. Privacy
and confidentiality laws, regulations, and professional practices should address how to minimize the possibility that
insurance, pharmacy, and medical records disclose that a
person has preclinical AD [124]. From a practical point of
view, insurance coverage may provide a challenge, especially
in the absence of symptoms. Efforts are ongoing to develop
guidelines for the design of studies able to provide robust
evidence for insurer coverage determinations [125].

9. Summary and Conclusions
The AD field is experiencing an exciting evolution, in both
its appreciation of the dynamic nature of the disease and the
development of therapeutic strategies aimed at modifying the
underlying disease processes (as opposed to simply ameliorating dementia symptoms), and biomarkers have been at the
forefront of these paradigm shifts. The core CSF analytes,
A𝛽42, tau, and ptau, have withstood the test of time in
identifying persons with AD dementia and have also been
shown to strongly predict the development of future cognitive
decline in individuals at very early and predementia as well
as preclinical stages. In response to these findings, revisions to AD diagnostic criteria so to incorporate biomarker
results have recently been proposed in order to increase the
confidence of AD as the underlying etiology of a clinical
impairment and to permit a diagnosis of AD across the
continuum of the disease, eventually perhaps in the asymptomatic period. Although currently proposed for use only in
research settings, a diagnosis of preclinical AD would provide
a potential window for therapeutic interventions aimed at
preventing cognitive decline not just delaying or halting it
once impairments are already clinically apparent. Information regarding biomarker trajectories over the normal course
of the disease is being used to inform the design of clinical
trials and the evaluation of efficacy of proposed diseasemodifying therapies. Eventually the hope is to bring validated
biomarkers to clinical practice in order to provide a more
accurate diagnosis, prognostic information regarding future
cognitive decline, and evaluation of therapeutic efficacy once
disease-modifying treatments become available. Realization
of this goal requires worldwide biomarker standardization
efforts, consensus among researchers and clinicians regarding
the clinical utility of assessing biomarkers in patient care
settings, and eventually the endorsement and adoption of
such procedures and practices into global health care systems.

Advances in Geriatrics
Given the large and rapidly expanding aging population, such
efforts should be considered a top international priority.
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